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director rajveer got a better look and feel for the indian middle class family set up. the musical score by amit trivedi, with the right
amount of understated background music, is a good way to appeal to the families. the performances, for the most part, were good.
while the leads are good, the supporting cast is not always at its best. nidhis acting is a tad over the top. nidhi subbaiah is good, but
she does not get to showcase her talent to the fullest. darshan jariwala is good as rajveers father. arjun rampal, who is seen in his

best, is adequate, though at times his caricaturing of his character does grate on the viewer. ajab gazabb love is an enjoyable family
entertainer that isnt groundbreaking but can be enjoyed by families and in that sense, is a welcome departure from the usual action-

comedy fare. a good romantic comedy, with a story that can be easily understood by the audience, that is mildly entertaining, and if it
does nothing else, is a film that should keep audiences happy. from the makers of the blockbuster hits dhoom 2 and shootout at

wadala comes a comedy thats all about the love story of a poor boy who pretends to be rich to woo his love. the story revolves around
rajveer (jackky bhagnani), a hard-working, rich youngster who is the heir of his father, yashvardhan grewal (darshan jariwala), and his

company, grewal motors co. when rajveer falls in love with madhuri (nidhi subbaiah), he realises that she hates all rich people, and
has much sympathy for poor families. therefore, rajveer starts a drama, in which he pretends to be poor along with his family to gain
madhuris love. however, when madhuris elder brother karan singh chauhan (arjun rampal), arrives to meet rajveers family, he begins

to suspect him, and as the truth slowly foils out, mayhem strikes!
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